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WSOP CIRCUIT 2018-19 
EVENT REPORT 

Circuit Stop: Horseshoe Hammond  
Event:  H.O.R.S.E 
Buy-in:  $600 

Date:   16 October 2018  
Entries:  95  
Prizepool: $43,775  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MO NUWWARAH WINS 1ST WSOP CIRCUIT RING IN 
HAMMOND 

After a three-hour heads up battle Mo Nuwwarah wins his first ring on his birthday, with five 
minutes to spare. 

Mo Nuwwarah, hailing from Omaha NE, has just won Event 7: $600 H.O.R.S.E., earning his 
first career WSOP Circuit ring and $14,008. Nuwwarah, a member of poker media, came into the 
final table as the chip leader but it wasn’t an easy road to victory. Nuwwarah endured three hours 

of heads up play against Michael Hanson.  

“It was a long battle, it was back and forth. I was down to nine bets, then he was down to five 
bets then he came back. It’s limit poker you just have to go through the swings.” Nuwwarah says 
he prefers played mixed games over Texas Hold’em. “I like the all of the Stud games, not a fan 

of Omaha 8 or Better but thats what I won in, so I like it more now” 

Nuwwarah, turned 32 years old today and celebrated his birthday in victorious fashion. At the 
start of heads up play around 9:00 PM Hanson joked that he needed to stick around until  after 
midnight to outlast the “birthday run good”. Nuwwahrah made it with five minutes to spare as 

the final hand ended at 11:55 PM.  

When asked what his plans for the ring itself are he said that he was going to give it to his 
mother.  
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MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Mo Nuwwarah  
Nationality:  USA  
Birthplace:    Omaha, NE.  
Current Residence:   Omaha NE.  

Age:     32 
Profession:    Poker Media 
WSOP Bracelets: 0  
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 0  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DIRECT LINKS 
FULL RESULTS 
MO NUWWARAH’S OFFICIAL WSOP PLAYER PROFILE 
OFFICIAL WINNER PHOTO

http://www.wsop.com/tournaments/results/?aid=1&grid=1514&tid=16921&dayof=169211&rr=5
http://www.wsop.com/players/profile/?playerID=82120
http://www.wsop.com/pdfs/reports/16921-winner-photo.jpg

